
Southern Explorers 4WD Club. 

Trip Report:  Lake Mungo 13/9/20119-15/9/2019. (Trip 208) 

 

Small member numbers, two vehicles – BUT a great time had by all. 

Two vehicles depart Aberfoyle Park and head to Caurnamont to pick up member Dave. Then onto 
bakery at Mildura and fuel up prior to heading northwards to Lake Mungo National Park. Unsealed road 
in reasonable condition. Along the way noted many emu’s, wild goats, dry parched crops and a few rally 
cars (car run raising money for prostate cancer I believe). 

Arriving Lake Mungo – first stop the visitors centre to check-in 
and fee pay. ($8.00pp/day + $8.50pp/day to camp). Didn’t 
mind paying as the facilities are brilliant. No shortage of picnic 
areas, toilets, and shelters. 

 

Adjacent the Visitor Centre, the shearing shed. What a carpentry masterpiece.  



  

Off to select a camp site. Initial reaction at site selection by Phil – score 100% - Large area, picnic table, 
fire place, ease of access to toilet. Score later revised (90%) as the fire place lacked air flow thus a lot of 
smoke. (Next night fire lit on open ground – no smoke). 

   Our 
fire place lacked air holes around the bottom reducing air flow. 

BBQ for dinner. 

Next morning – toad in the hole with bacon – yum. 

Circumnavigate the Lake. Part of the route is one-way. 
Of we go, via visitor centre, passing the shearing shed, out on to the dry lake (dry for 20000yrs), across 
to the other side and stop at a look out to view the “Walls of China”. Don’t ask me, I have no idea why 
the name. 

From the viewing area: the “Walls of China” 

     
 

  

 



Continuing on to the next look out. 

 
 

Spectacular formations. 

 

 



 

At this lookout, we met our camp site neighbours. We had a long talk, then continued on our way. From 
here the track is one-way.   
We kept on meeting Ken and Teagan at all the next site seeing stops. 

Spectacular sandhills. You expect to hear the waves. 

 

  



 

 

 

Here at the sandhills, our neighbours arrived. I invited them to a beer. They accepted, more chatter, 
then we lunched together and decided to meet back at camp. 

More sites along the way. 

 



 

Wild goat trap 

 

Check out twisted truck.

 



Wildlife visitors: 

 



  

What the club is all about – relax and enjoy each other’s company. 

 



Track Plot at Lake Mungo National Park. 

 

Getting there from Mildura. 

 

 

  



Excellent facilities 

    

Lake Mungo 

.  


